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Doping dependence of the low-energy excitations in superconducting
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8¿d : Evidence for thermal phase fluctuations
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By using a single-coil technique, we study the low-temperature dependence of the in-plane magnetic pen-
etration depthlab in several Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d ~BSCCO! single crystals prepared with various doping levels
d ranging from the under- to the overdoped regime. Four samples exhibit a linear dependence of thermally
activated low-energy excitationsDlab[lab(T)2lab(0);T. The thermal activation rate}]lab /]T is mini-
mum, 8 Å/K, at optimum doping, in good quantitative agreement with thed-wave model of superconducting
order parameter. The much larger rates,*40 Å/K, observed in all under- and overdoped samples indicate that,
in these samples, another type of low-energy excitations is relevant. These large rates are quantitatively
consistent with a model of thermal phase fluctuations suitable for granular superconductors with short coher-
ence length like cuprates. One underdoped sample exhibits a quadratic dependence suggesting an incipient
crossover from thermal to quantum fluctuations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A large body of experimental data gives evidence that
superconducting CuO2 planes of cuprates areintrinsically
granular in the nm scale.1–6A striking evidence was recentl
provided by high-resolution scanning tunnelling spectr
copy on Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d ~BSCCO! single crystals3–5 and
confirmed on thin films.6 The emerging picture is that hole
rich and hole-poor domains, with size of the order of t
in-plane superconducting coherence length, coexist in the
perconducting planes. The former domains are expecte
be metallic and superconducting, while the latter ones m
be nonsuperconducting and antiferromagnetic or with str
residual antiferromagnetic fluctuations. Suchelectronicinho-
mogeneities are not to be confused withchemicalinhomoge-
neities or disorder.

To investigate the role of the above inhomogeneities
the low-energy spectrum in cuprates, here we report on
low-temperature behavior of the in-plane magnetic pene
tion depthlab in BSCCO single crystals as a function
doping d. Indeed, doping was found to strongly affect t
domain formation.4 Our results suggest that in both unde
and overdoped regimes the statistical weight of zero-ene
excitations leading to a linear temperature dependence oflab
at low temperature is much larger than that predicted b
simpled-wave model.7–9 Such extra excitations are quantit
tively accounted for by a simple model of thermal pha
fluctuations of the order parameter. This model is known
be appropriate for granular systems like cuprates.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Single-crystal preparation and doping

We studied five BSCCO single crystals~see Table I!: one
optimally doped, labeled as ‘‘Op,’’ three underdoped, ‘‘Ar
‘‘R1,’’ and ‘‘R2,’’ and one overdoped, ‘‘Ox,’’ with supercon-
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ducting critical temperaturesTc592, 83, 74, 75, and 80 K
respectively. The Ox sample is in fact the Op sample wh
was subsequently annealed in oxygen to overdope it, as
scribed below. Op and Ar were grown from a hig
temperature solution, as described in detail elsewhere.10 In
summary, we used a peritectic reaction from self-flux
partial-melted stoichiometric powders. Bi2O3 , BaCO3,
SrCO3, and CuO were weighted, homogenized, hand pres
in a platinum crucible, and subsequently covered with
well-sticking lid. The crucible was heated at 920 °C in a
soaked for 30 h, cooled at 2 °C/h down to 780 °C and fina
removed from the furnace. The resulting porous mass co
be easily separated from the crucible and cleaved to ob
crystalline sheets of cm size. From these sheets we sepa
platelet-shaped single crystals of mm size in theab plane
and 0.1-mm-size thick. Two as-grown crystals of the sa
batch were selected for their good crystalline properties w
no trace of intergrowths. X-ray-diffraction rocking curv
analysis shows narrow peaks with full width at half max
mum of '0.23° for the ~0 0 20! peak. As expected, the
crystal symmetry is tetragonal with lattice parametersa5b
55.413 Å andc530.893 Å. The ratios of cation compos
tion Bi:Sr:Ca:Cu were measured by means of ener
dispersive x-ray analysis~EDAX!, which yielded 2.14
60.04:2.0060.02:1.0060.01:1.8660.02. The onset Tc
measured by means of the single-coil technique describe
the following section was'92 K, which indicates that thes
as-grown crystals are optimally doped. The remaining t
crystals used for this study, R1 and R2, were selected f
the same batch grown by the traveling-solvent floating-zo
technique using an infrared radiation furnace.11,12 Typical
size and weight of the samples cut from the crystal bou
were respectively'1.431.430.05 mm3 and 0.5 mg. In
samples R1 and R2 the ratios of cation composition as m
sured by means of EDAX were found to b
2.13:2.02:0.88:1.97, i.e. samples R1 and R2 are less Cu
©2003 The American Physical Society18-1
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TABLE I. Sample characteristics and comparison between experimental and predicted valu
]lab /]T. The latter values are obtained by takinglab(0)uh5052500 Å@Refs. 20, 30, and 31 in Eqs.~3!, ~4!,
and ~6!#. The doping levelh is estimated from the empirical relation~Ref. 16! Tc /Tc

MAX'1282.6h2. The
D0 values are taken from Andreev reflection and Raman scattering data, which both yield 2D0 /kBTc

55 –6 ~Ref. 24!.

Sample R1 R2 Ar Op Ox

Annealing argon argon argon as-grown oxygen
Tc @K# 73.8 74.8 83 92 80.4
DTc @K# 8 5.3 6 1.3 4
h 20.049 20.048 20.034 0 0.039
2D0 /kBTc 6 6 6 5 6
]lab /]T exp. @Å/K # 59.4 42.4 7.8 47
]lab /]T d-wave @Å/K # 9 8 7 8 8
]lab /]T phase fluct.@Å/K # 57 56 47 41 50
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ficient and more Ca deficient than Op, Ar, and Ox. As for t
previous crystals, x-ray diffraction was used to control t
crystal quality and yielded a5b55.413 Å and c
530.90 Å. In order to obtain over- or underdoped samp
the as-grown crystals were annealed in flowing oxyg
~sample Ox! or argon~samples Ar, R1, and R2! respectively,
at 600 or at 900 °C for about 140 h, as describ
elsewhere.10,13–15 From Table I we see that both types
treatments produced significantTc reductions, which is a firs
indication of over- or underdoping. This indication was co
firmed by iodometric tritration analysis10 on sintered sample
to which the same annealing treatments were applied. T
analysis was not applicable to the single crystals, si
samples as big as 200–300 mg or more are required. H
ever, the large number of samples studied let us conc
that the qualitative result of this analysis is valid for t
single crystals as well. The lowerTc of the R1 and R2
samples can be explained by the lower average doping l
of Cu as a consequence of the higher Cu content. In
following we assign to each sample the doping levelp as
derived from a well-established empirical relation betwe
Tc andp.16

B. Single-coil technique forTc and lab measurements

The temperature dependence of the in-plane magn
penetration depthlab(T) was measured on freshly cleave
single crystals using a single coil-mutual inductance te
nique described in detail elsewhere.17 In summary, the prin-
ciple of operation of this technique is based on the chang
inductance of a miniaturized pancake coil located in
proximity of the superconducting sample. This change is
tected as a change of the resonant frequencyf of an RLC
circuit formed by the coil in parallel with a low-loss capac
tor and kept at 4.2 K. A high-stability marginal oscillator
used to measuref that depends on the circuit paramete
according to the relation

f 5
1

2p
A 1

L~T!C
2FR~T!

L~T! G
2

, ~1!
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whereC is the capacitance andL and R are the coil induc-
tance and coil resistance, respectively. In Eq.~1!, it is explic-
itly indicated that L and R depend on the temperature
dependent sample response. The sample contribution toR is
usually negligible except in the transition region, whe
sample losses can be important. At sufficiently low tempe
ture and for sufficiently low coil excitation currents, the ele
trodynamic response is adequately described by the Lon
regime, i.e. the response is linear, mostly diamagnetic,
the losses are negligible. Our measurements are restricte
this simple case, where the variation of coil inductance ta
the following closed form

DL5L02L5pm0E
0

` M ~g!dg

112glab coth~d/lab!
, ~2!

whered is the sample thickness andM (g) is a function of
the spatial frequencyg. M depends only on the coil geom
etry and on the sample-coil distance. Typical frequency a
magnitude of the electromagnetic~e.m.! field perpendicular
to the sample surface are 2–4 MHz and,0.1 mT, respec-

FIG. 1. Tc characterization of the optimally doped, Op, samp
using the single-coil technique described in the text. Note at
transition the change of the resonant frequencyf (h) of the circuit
coupled to the superconductor and of the oscillation amplitudA
(s). The arrows indicate the width of the superconducting tran
tion. The solid lines are a guide for the eye.
8-2
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FIG. 2. Low-temperature dependence ofDlab of the four BSSCO crystals~a! R1, ~b! Ar, ~c! Op, and~d! Ox displaying a predominantly
linear behavior. The main sample characteristics are described in the text and in Table I. The solid lines are a guide for the
deviations from the linearity in~a! are discussed in the text.
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tively. We verified to operate always in the linear-respon
regime, i.e., below the first critical field, by varying the co
current. We also verified the absence of edge effects tha
small crystal size may cause. To do this we measured18 an
even smaller high quality optimally doped YBCO sing
crystal19 and obtained the same value of linear increa
]l(T)/]T54.5 Å/K at low temperature reporte
previously.9 The absence of edge effects in our case is s
ported by numerical simulations18 of the spatial decay of the
e.m. field generated by the coil. These simulations sug
that no significant edge effects are expected in samples e
or larger than two times the coil diameter.

III. Tc AND lab RESULTS

In Fig. 1, we report the typical behavior off in the tran-
sition region. Note the abrupt increase atTc caused by the
screening supercurrents that reduce the coil inductance
cording to Eq.~1!. In an homogeneous sample, the onset
such inductive transition coincides with the zero-resista
transition, at which macroscopic loops of supercurrents
formed. In Fig. 1 we also show the change of amplitudeA of
the oscillating signal atTc . This amplitude varies as th
quality factorQ of the resonant circuit. The diplike behavio
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of A at the transition is mainly due to vortex dissipation.
Figs. 2 and 3 we report the low-temperature dependenc
the variation Dlab(T)[lab(T)2lab(0) for all samples.
These curves are obtained from the rawf-data using Eqs.~1!
and ~2!, as described in Ref. 17.

In Table I we summarize the main characteristics of ea
sample: Tc , transition width DTc , and low-temperature
slope]lab /]T. Tc was conventionally defined as the inte
section of the tangent to thef (T) curve in the normal state
with the tangent at the inflexion point. Four samples R1,
Op, and Ox display a predominantly linear dependen
Dlab;T, up to 12–40 K, depending on the sample~see Fig.
2!. The main point on which we focus is that these measu
ments show a strong dependence of the slope upon dop
In the optimally doped sample Op, we find 8 Å/K, in agre
ment with previously published data.20,21Much larger values,
*40 Å/K, are observed in both the under- and and the ov
doped samples R1, Ar, and Ox. In the curve of R1 it appe
a downturn at 3 K that may suggest the presence of prox
ity effects caused by metallic phases in the nm scale.22 A
detailed discussion regarding the temperature dependen
the gapless behaviors of Fig. 2~a! goes beyond the scope o
this work. We shall limit ourselves to discuss the origin
8-3
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G. LAMURA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 144518 ~2003!
theaveragenumber of thermally activated zero-energy ex
tations evidenced by the above predominantly linear dep
dence.

The remaining sample, i.e., the underdoped sample
exhibits a superlinear temperature dependence approxim
by a quadratic dependence below'13.5 K with curvature
'1.06 Å/K2 ~see Fig. 3!. The latter value is in good agree
ment with a previous study reporting a similar quadratic
havior in BSCCO crystals.23

IV. ANALYSIS OF lab DATA

A. d-wave model

We first analyze the above results within the framework
the ordinaryd-wave model currently adopted for cuprate
According to this model, the temperature dependence
lab , which is proportional to the fraction of normal ele
trons in the low-temperature limit, follows a linear depe
dence with slope,7,8

]lab

]T
' ln 2kB

lab~0!

D0
, ~3!

whereD0 is the zero-temperature superconducting gap,
to be confused with the pseudogap. As pointed out
Deutscher,24 these two gaps represent two different ene
scales and are therefore probed by different techniques.
former gap can be typically measured by Andreev reflect
or by Raman scattering. For BSCCO crystals, various
thors consistently reportD0'2.523kBTc , with no sizeable
doping dependence.24–26The experimental values oflab(0)
reported for Bi2212 crystals are in the 1700–3000
range.21,27–31This discrepancy mostly arises from the diffe
ent experimental techniques used and from the various m
ods of data analysis that often requirea priori the validity of
the two-fluid model or of the BCS weak-coupling limit, fo
instance. In fact only the restricted range of 2500–2700 Å

FIG. 3. The same as in Fig. 2 for the sample R2, the o
underdoped crystal displaying a nonlinear dependence ofDlab .
The solid line is the fourth-order polynomial fit. In the inset the da
are plotted as a function ofT2. The solid line is a guide for the ey
and puts into evidence the quadratic dependence belowT†

513.5 K.
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compatible with the interpretation of the experimental slo
values withind-wave model for optimally doped BSSCO, a
commonly accepted.20,29–31 Within this range, our data
analysis is insensitive to the particular value used. To fix
ideas we used the value of 2500 Å, which is also in agr
ment with the strong-coupling value 2.5 that accounts for
spectroscopic data of BSSCO.24 In Eq. ~3! we include the
doping dependence oflab(0) by using the empirical rela
tions reported in Refs. 16 and 30–36,

lab~0!5lab~0!uh50~1282.6h2!21/2, ~4!

whereh[p2popt represents the departure of the dopingp
from the optimum value,popt . We note that the uncertaint
of the values predicted by Eqs.~3! and~4! is less than 20%,
arising from the aforementioned uncertainty in the deter
nation of D0 and of lab(0). Theuncertainty in the experi-
mental values is less than 0.1 Å/K, as indicated by the lin
regression of the experimental points. By applying Eqs.~3!
and~4! to our results~see Table I and Fig. 4!, a good agree-
ment between experimental values and predicted ones is
tained only for the optimally doped sample Op. For both t
under- and the overdoped samples, the values predicte
thed-wave model are, on average, at least five times sma
than the experimental ones. This conclusion is unchan
after taking into account that Eq.~3! must be corrected if the
angular dependence of the gap function,D(w), contains
higher-order harmonics. Indeed, the prefactor of Eq.~3!
scales as the inverse of the slope of the gap function at
node position.37 Using the experimental slope values me
sured byARPES~Ref. 38! as a function of doping, it turns ou
that the prediction of Eq.~3! would be corrected by 20% o
less at any doping level.

y

FIG. 4. Doping dependence of the low-temperature slo
]lab /]T obtained from the data of Fig. 2. The dash line and (
represent thed-wave model prediction of Eq.~3!; the dash-dot line
and (3) represent the prediction of the phase fluctuation model;
open circles represent the experimental data; the solid line
guide for the eye showing the proposed crossover from thed-wave
regime in the optimally doped region to the phase fluctuation
gime in the under- and overdoped regions.
8-4
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The case of R2, the only sample exhibiting a nonline
temperature dependence, will be separately discussed in
IV D.

B. Phase fluctuation picture

The data analysis reported before shows that thed-wave
model fails to account for the large experimental slop
]lab /]T, found in the under- and overdoped regions.
these regions, another type of zero-energy excitations m
therefore coexist with those at the nodes of thed-wave gap.
Following previous works,39–41 we shall consider a picture
of longitudinal phase fluctuations of the order parame
~Goldstone modes!. These fluctuations can be relevant
metals with high resistivities and/or low carrier densities a
are enhanced by a granular structure. Cuprates fulfill b
conditions particularly in the under- and overdoped regio
indeed, the so-called boomeranglike dependence of the
perfluid density on doping, experimentally found by a nu
ber of groups,32–34,30,31,36shows that, in these regions, th
superfluid density is substantially lower than in the optima
doped region. The experimental evidence of anintrinsic
electronic granularity in the superconducting CuO2 planes
has already been discussed in the introduction.

In conclusion, we expect that classical or quantum fl
tuations are relevant to our case. The latter fluctuati
would dominate at sufficiently low temperature or in sm
grains ~i.e., when the charging energy is sufficiently high!.
Both discrete or continuous models have been success
applied to conventional granular superconductors like N
~Ref. 42! and cuprates.40 For our BSCCO crystals we sha
adopt a continuous model of phase fluctuations in theab
plane. Indeed, according to the aforementioned scaning
nel microscope studies,4 these crystals are viewed as
chemicallyhomogeneus medium~i.e., without grain bound-
aries and/or intergranular phases! but with relevantintrinsic
electronicinhomogeneities. To explain the linear dependen
of lab in our samples, we shall neglect quantum fluctuatio
in view of the following consideration. Theoretica
studies41,43,44 supported by numerical calculations40 predict
that quantum fluctuations would lead to a reduction of
renormalized superfluid density. This would manifest its
as a progressive flattening of thelab(T) curves asT→ 0 K.
This feature has never been observed in the curves of F
which show a linear temperature dependence down to 1.

Phase fluctuations~if any! coexistwith the usual quasipar
ticle BCS excitations. Both types of excitations lead to
progressive reduction of the superfluid density~hence to an
increase oflab) as temperature increases. In the case of c
sical phase fluctuations and in the Gaussian approxima
valid at low temperature and in the absence of dissipat
only long-wavelength longitudinal fluctuations of arbitrari
small energy are created. According to previo
studies,40,39,41this phenomenon produces the linear incre
Dlab;T reported in Fig. 2.

C. Analysis of the lab„T… data within
the phase fluctuation model

In order to quantitatively analyze the data of Table I us
the above picture, we generalize the analytical expression
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the slope]lab /]T proposed by Roddick and Stroud40 to the
case of an anisotropic continuous medium suitable for
prates. Within the Gaussian approximation, we obtain45

]lab~0!

]T
'

m0kB

F0
2

lab
3 ~0!

jab~0!
g, ~5!

where F0 is the flux quantum,ab and c indicate theab
plane andc axis, respectively,g is the anisotropy factor, and
jab(0) is the in-plane coherence length at zero temperat
As in the previous case of thed-wave model, in Eq.~5! we
take into account the doping dependence oflab(0) ex-
pressed by Eq.~4!. The application of Eq.~5! also requires
the knowledge ofg and ofjab(0) for each sample. However
taking into account recent data,46 we notice that, at low tem-
perature,g varies between 100 and 200 in thep rangepopt
60.04 of interest in our case. Taking into account thatg also
depends on temperature and on the degree of crystal pe
tion, for all samples we use the averageg value reported in
optimally doped samples, gopt'160, by various
authors.46–48 We also neglect the doping dependence
jab(0). Indeed, it is straightforward to see thatjab(0) varies
by less than 20% upon doping because this quantity scale
the ratio between the Fermi momentum and the supecond
ing gap, which both decrease from under- to overdoping.49–51

Therefore we take for all samples the value reported at o
mum doping kc

opt[lab(0)uh50 /jab
opt(0)'100. This value

has been reproducibly obtained within 20% from magneti
tion measurements by various authors.47,52–54,21,55We then
rewrite Eq.~5! as follows:

]lab

]T
'

m0kB

F0
2

goptkc
optlab

2 ~0!uh50~1282.6h2!23/2. ~6!

Taking into account the preceding estimations, the unc
tainty of the slope values]lab /]T estimated using the Eq
~6! is less than 50%. The important point is that, on avera
these predictions account very well for the large slope val
observed in both the over- and the underdoped samples

D. Nonlinear dependence oflab„T…

We finally discuss the case of sample R2, which exhibit
superlinear behavior oflab(T) ~see Fig. 3!. This different
electrodynamic response with respect to that of sample
that belongs to the same batch, can be explained by a di
ent amount of disorder and/or by an inhomogeneous cha
density in the superconducting planes. Indeed, the crit
temperatureTc and the transition widthDTc of samples R1
and R2 are also different~see Table I!. In the following, we
shall discuss various possible microscopic mechanisms l
ing to a superlinear behavior ofl(T) in a d-wave supercon-
ductor:

~i! Nonlocal effects near the gap nodes56 for magnetic
fields perpendicular to the conducting planes, as in our c
would lead to a quadratic dependence below a character
temperatureT* 5@jab(0)D0#/@lab(0)kB#. Using in this ex-
pression the aforementioned values, we estim
8-5
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T* '2.3 K. Since a quadratic dependence is observed be
13.5 K, nonlocal effects should not be relevant to our ca

~ii ! Impurity scattering in the unitary limit would also lea
to a quadratic dependence belowT†.0.83AGD0 /kB

2, where
G is the scattering rate parameter proportional to the impu
concentration.57,58 From the literature, we takeD0 /kBTc
52.5 and a large scattering rateG/(TckB)50.018.57,58 We
then obtain]lab /]T2'0.93 Å/K2 and T†513.2 K. Both
values are compatible with the experimental curve of Fig
However, the application of this model to this curve me
the following difficulty: from Fig. 3 we would estimateT†

513.5 K, the temperature above which a deviation from
quadratic dependence is observed. Above this tempera
resonant impurity scattering would become negligible a
the linear temperature dependence predicted by thed-wave
model would be recovered, which is in contrast to the da

~iii ! Quantum fluctuations would be enhanced by disor
and/or by an inhomogeneous charge density which could
different in samples of the same batch like samples R1
R2. Both phenomena tend to increase the charging energ
a granular system. As mentioned before, quantum phase
tuations are expected to suppress the superfluid densi
low temperature.43,44 This would produce a flattening of th
lab(T) curve for T→0, in qualitative agreement with th
experimental curve of Fig. 3. To support this hypothesis
would be necessary to extend ourlab measurements to th
zero-temperature limit, where quantum phase fluctuation
expected to lead to localization effects59,60 that should be
visible as an upturn of thelab(T) curve.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We studied the low-temperature dependence down to
K of the in-plane magnetic penetration depthlab of five

*Corresponding author. Present address: INFM and Dipartime
Scienze Fisiche, Universita` di Napoli Federico II, I-80125,
Napoli, Italy. Email address: gianrico.lamura@na.infn.it
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